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Loss of crossbridge inhibition drives pathological
cardiac hypertrophy in patients harboring the TPM1
E192K mutation
Lorenzo R. Sewanan1*, Jinkyu Park2,3*, Michael J. Rynkiewicz4, Alice W. Racca5, Nikolaos Papoutsidakis6, Jonas Schwan1, Daniel L. Jacoby6,
Jeffrey R. Moore5, William Lehman4, Yibing Qyang2,3,7,8, and Stuart G. Campbell1,9

Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) is an inherited disorder caused primarily by mutations to thick and thinfilament proteins.
Although thin filament mutations are less prevalent than their oft-studied thick filament counterparts, they are frequently
associated with severe patient phenotypes and can offer important insight into fundamental disease mechanisms. We have
performed a detailed study of tropomyosin (TPM1) E192K, a variant of uncertain significance associated with HCM. Molecular
dynamics revealed that E192K results in a more flexible TPM1 molecule, which could affect its ability to regulate crossbridges. In
vitro motility assays of regulated actin filaments containing TPM1 E192K showed an overall loss of Ca2+ sensitivity. To
understand these effects, we used multiscale computational models that suggested a subtle phenotype in which E192K leads to
an inability to completely inhibit actin–myosin crossbridge activity at low Ca2+. To assess the physiological impact of the mutation,
we generated patient-derived engineered heart tissues expressing E192K. These tissues showed disease features similar to
those of the patients, including cellular hypertrophy, hypercontractility, and diastolic dysfunction. We hypothesized that excess
residual crossbridge activity could be triggering cellular hypertrophy, even if the overall Ca2+ sensitivity was reduced by E192K. To
test this hypothesis, the cardiac myosin–specific inhibitor mavacamten was applied to patient-derived engineered heart tissues
for 4 d followed by 24 h of washout. Chronic mavacamten treatment abolished contractile differences between control and TPM1
E192K engineered heart tissues and reversed hypertrophy in cardiomyocytes. These results suggest that the TPM1 E192Kmutation
triggers cardiomyocyte hypertrophy by permitting excess residual crossbridge activity. These studies also provide direct
evidence that myosin inhibition by mavacamten can counteract the hypertrophic effects of mutant tropomyosin.

Introduction
Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) is an inherited autosomal
dominant disorder that results in a host of pathologies at the cell,
tissue, and organ level. These include abnormal thickening of
the heart wall, cardiomyocyte (CM) remodeling, diastolic dys-
function, myocardial fibrosis, sudden cardiac death, and heart
failure (Marian and Braunwald, 2017). HCM is primarily mon-
ogenic and caused by mutations in sarcomeric proteins, includ-
ing thick filament proteins such as myosin and myosin binding
protein C, and thin filament proteins, such as tropomyosin,
troponins, and actin (Tardiff, 2005).

Recent work using human induced pluripotent stem cell
(iPSC)–derived CM (iPSC-CM) models that carry cardiomyopa-
thy mutations have offered the possibility for insight into the

early functional impact of these mutations in the context of
human cardiac physiology (Eschenhagen and Carrier, 2019). In
an elegant study combining genome editing technology with
iPSC-CMs, Hinson and colleagues showed that thick filament
mutations in myosin and myosin binding protein C manifest a
hypercontractile phenotype when examined in engineered heart
microtissues (Cohn et al., 2019). Their work, along with other
lines of evidence (Mosqueira et al., 2018, 2019; Eschenhagen and
Carrier, 2019), establishes mechanical phenotypes as a key aspect
of understanding HCM manifestations caused by genetic variants
and suggests that such phenotypes are readily apparent in iPSC-
CMs, despite some limitations at this early state of iPSC technol-
ogy (Schwan and Campbell, 2015; Kolanowski et al., 2017).
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Comparatively few iPSC-CM studies have focused on thin
filament mutations (Ojala et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2018; Sun
et al., 2012; Broughton et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2019), despite
clinical evidence demonstrating that thin filament mutations
may be associated with a higher burden of left ventricular (LV)
dysfunction, heart failure, and, in particular, diastolic dysfunc-
tion compared with thick filament mutations (Coppini et al.,
2014). In particular, variants in the thin filament protein car-
diac tropomyosin (encoded by the gene TPM1) have not been
extensively explored using iPSCs or even more traditional ap-
proaches, such as animal models (Redwood and Robinson, 2013;
Sewanan and Campbell, 2020).

Tropomyosin is a dimeric protein consisting of an α-helical
coiled coil. In situ, tropomyosins form a continuous flexible
chain along actin to properly regulate activation of the thin fil-
ament by calcium (Lehman et al., 2009). Biophysical studies of
HCM-associated TPM1 variants indicate that thin filament dys-
regulationmay underlie or initiate cardiac pathophysiology (Redwood
and Robinson, 2013; Bai et al., 2013).

In this study, we identified a patient with severe HCM who
carries a variant of uncertain significance (VUS) in TPM1, E192K.
We used this case to gain novel mechanistic insight into the
pathomechanisms of thin filament HCM through a variety of
approaches, including engineered heart tissues (EHTs), molec-
ular modeling, and biophysical assays. The results provide a
detailed progression of events from altered mechanics of the
mutant tropomyosin molecule to the emergence of cellular hy-
pertrophy. We specifically implicate an inability of the thin fil-
ament to adequately restrict crossbridge activity as a driver of
disease in the case of TPM1 E192K and show that small-molecule
inhibition of myosin attenuates disease phenotype.

Materials and methods
Stem cell line derivation
iPSCs were generated from the patient as reported previously
(Dash et al., 2016; Seki et al., 2012). Briefly, peripheral blood
mononuclear cells were isolated from the blood from patients
using Ficoll-Paque PLUS media (GE Healthcare) under Yale
institutional review board approval. The collected peripheral
blood mononuclear cells were incubated in 1 well of a 12-well
plate coated with human anti-CD3 antibody (BD Pharmin-
gen) for 5 d at 37°C. Then, incubated cells were infected with
Sendai virus (CytoTune-iPS 2.0 Sendai Reprogramming Kit;
Thermo Fisher Scientific). After 24 h, the infected cells were
harvested and cultured onto irradiated mouse embryonic
fibroblasts (MEFs) with human embryonic stem cell medium
(20% knockout serum replacement in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s
medium [DMEM]/F12 medium supplemented with 10 ng/ml basic
fibroblast growth factor 1% nonessential amino acid [vol/vol],
1% penicillin/streptomycin [vol/vol], 0.1 mM β-mercaptoethanol
[Sigma], and 2 mM L-glutamine; Thermo Fisher Scientific). Cells
were cultured, and media were changed daily. Multiple colonies
appeared around day 30, andmultiple clones were established by
picking of single colonies. iPSC lines included those of the patient
(HCM) and two sex-matched controls (WT1 and WT2) without
the patient mutation (Fig. 1 A).

iPSC maintenance and differentiation into iPSC-CMs
iPSCs were cultured in human embryonic stem cell medium
(20% knockout serum replacement in DMEM/F12 medium
supplemented with 10 ng/ml basic fibroblast growth factor, 1%
nonessential amino acid [vol/vol], 1% penicillin/streptomycin
[vol/vol], 0.1 mM β-mercaptoethanol [Sigma], and 2 mM
L-glutamine; Thermo Fisher Scientific). 70–80%-confluent
(4–5-d-old) iPSCs cultured on MEFs were treated with 1 mg/ml
dispase (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 7–9 min. The iPSCs were
mechanically dissociated using a 5-ml pipette, collected in
a 15-ml Falcon tube, and spun down at 200 rpm for 3 min to
deplete the MEF cells. The iPSCs were then plated on a Ma-
trigel (1:60 dilution; Corning)–coated well for culture for 3–4 d
in mTeSR medium (05850; STEMCELL Technologies) until
∼90% confluency and treated with 20 μM CHIR99021 (Sell-
eckchem) on day 0 for 24 h and 5 µM IWP4 (Stemgent) on day
3 in RPMI/B27 (Gibco) minus insulin media for 48 h. During
the cardiac differentiation, we changed the media every other
day with RPMI/B27 minus insulin media. After beating, CMs
were cultured in regular RPMI/B27 (including insulin) media.
CMs at day 14 were treated with 4 mM lactate (Sigma) in
glucose-free medium for 4 d to get enriched CMs.

DNA isolation and sequencing
Isolation of genomic DNA from samples was performed using a
DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (QIAGEN) according to the manu-
facturer’s instructions. DNA samples were amplified using PCR
with REDTaq ReadyMix PCR Reaction Mix (Sigma). DNA se-
quencing was performed by Keck DNA Sequencing Services.
Primers are listed in Table 1.

iPSC characterization
For karyotyping analysis (Fig. 1 B), iPSCs were cultured on
Matrigel-coated coverslips and underwent G-banding chromo-
some analysis according to standard procedure by the Yale Cy-
togenetic Services Core. 10 cells were randomly selected and
analyzed. Alkaline phosphatase (AP) staining was performed
with an AP Detection Kit (SCR004; Millipore) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. For immunocytochemical assay
of undifferentiated or differentiated cells, fixed cells with 4%
paraformaldehyde/PBS for 12 min were washed with PBS
twice and permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 (Thermo Fisher
Scientific) for 20 min. After washing with PBS, the cells were
incubated with 5% goat serum (Sigma) in PBS for 30 min. Cells
were then incubated with primary antibody overnight at 4°C.
After washing, the cells were incubated with secondary anti-
body. Nuclei were stained with 6 ng/ml 49,6-diamidino-2-
phenylindole (Invitrogen). Images were acquired using a Leica
DM IRB microscope and captured using Image-Pro Express
software. Cell size was measured using ImageJ software after
staining with cardiac troponin T (cTnT). Primary antibodies
included OCT4 (1:200, ab18976; Abcam), NANOG (1:200,
#3580S; Cell Signaling Technology), SSEA4 (1:200, 90231;
Millipore), TRA-1-60 (1:200, MAB4360; Chemicon), AFP (1:100,
203A; Cell Marque), desmin (1:200, MAB3430; Millipore),
nestin (1:100, ab6142; Abcam), and cTnT (1:500, MS-295-P0;
Thermo Fisher Scientific).
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EHT fabrication and functional measurements
EHTsmade of decellularizedmyocardiumwere created similarly
to our previously published protocol (Sewanan et al., 2019).
Briefly, we cut 150-µm slices from porcine LV blocks, fixed those

into our custom tissue culture cassettes (Fig. 1 C), and incubated
them overnight in DMEM with 10% FBS and 2% penicillin/
streptomycin before seeding them within the next 2 d. iPSC-
CMs were dissociated from culture using Accutase treatment

Figure 1. iPSC and EHT methods. (A) Three human iPSC lines were used in the study: the HCM patient with the heterozygous c.574G>A (p.E192K) in TPM1
and two WT controls (WT1 and WT2) without any known mutations in sarcomeric genes showing homozygous WT alleles. All iPSC lines showed a normal
karyotype. (B) WT2 and HCM iPSC lines were originally derived for this work and were tested for markers of pluripotency and differentiation into three
lineages. Scale bars, 100 μm. (C) EHTs were created from decellularized porcine myocardium seeded with iPSC-CMs. Isometric mechanics, calcium transients,
and length–force relationships were measured in EHTs.
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for 15–20 min followed by washing with PBS and mechanical
pipetting. In this study, we seeded either WT1 and HCM or WT2
and HCM cell suspensions at the same time on a prepared batch
of scaffolds. We seeded 1 million iPSC-CMs in 50 μl media per
scaffold. EHTs were subsequently grown in standard media
conditions using RPMI with 2% B27 with insulin for 21 d under
electrical field stimulation (2 Hz) to promote maturation (Hirt
et al., 2014). Active contraction mechanics were assessed as
previously described (Schwan et al., 2016) using a force
transducer (WPI KG7; World Precision Instruments) in Ty-
rode’s solution at 36°C. Metrics calculated from the active
twitch contractions between 1 and 3 Hz and 100–110% of cul-
ture length include peak force (PF), time from stimulus to peak
contraction (TTP), time from peak to 50% relaxation (RT50),
and normalized tension–time integral (nTTI). nTTI was calcu-
lated as the area under the curve of the normalized twitch using
numerical integration in MATLAB. To characterize intracellu-
lar calcium dynamics, some EHTs were loaded with the ratio-
metric fluorescent indicator FURA 2/AM (Millipore) by
incubation at room temperature for 20 min in loading solution
(Tyrode’s solution with 17 μg/ml FURA 2/AM, 0.2% Pluronic F-
127, and 0.5% Cremophor EL) and subsequently imaged at 36°C
using a photometric system as previously described (Schwan
et al., 2016). For passive measurements, EHTs were brought to
culture length (6.0 mm) on our apparatus at physiological pH
(7.3) and temperature (36°C). Culture length is referred to as 0%
stretch, as it is the precise length at which the EHT is grown,
which is reliably ∼0.15 mm longer than the tissue slack length;
the force transducer was also zeroed at culture length. 10%
stretch above culture length is used as a comparison stretch
because it is typically the length of the maximum systolic force
production, i.e., Lmax. EHTs were preconditioned for three cycles
of 10% stretch (0.6 mm) at a rate of 0.015 mm/s (0.25% muscle
length/s). We determined that three cycles of preconditioning in
this manner would subsequently lead to reproducibility in these
mechanical measurements, as it is necessary to normalize the
residual stresses in viscoelastic tissues (Humphrey et al.,
1990). After preconditioning, EHTs were loaded and un-
loaded three times in Tyrode’s solution under continuous
linear stretch at a rate of 0.015 mm/s to 10% stretch. The di-
astolic force produced was extracted by a custom MATLAB
script as previously described (Sewanan et al., 2019), which is
the EHT force during diastole at a length >0% stretch. EHT
cross-sectional area was determined using optical coherence
tomography as previously described (Sewanan et al., 2019).

EHT drug treatments and measurement protocols
Mavacamten (Cayman Chemical) stock was prepared at 20 μM
in DMSO. For acute paired testing of EHTs with and without
mavacamten, EHTs on the mechanics testing setup (as above)
were first tested for isometric twitch and length-dependent
properties. Perfusate was then exchanged for Tyrode’s solution
containing 0.5 μM mavacamten, which was rapidly infused in
the course of 4 min to exchange the total bath volume. EHTs
were then allowed to equilibrate in solution until steady state
was reached and allowed to perfuse for an additional 5 min for a
total of 30 min in this drugged solution. Identical isometric
twitch and length-dependent protocols were then repeated as
done before drug infusion. Notably, acute infusion of DMSO
vehicle did not alter EHT properties during this time course
(data not shown). For chronic treatment of EHTs with mava-
camten, EHTs were grown to 21 d and then subjected to 4 d of
media supplemented with 0.5 μM mavacamten or DMSO vehi-
cle, changed every 2 d as is typical. On the fourth day, media
were removed, and EHTs were washed twice with media. EHTs
were then grown in this drug-free media for 36 h before func-
tional testing was conducted (as above). Preliminary experi-
ments revealed that the inhibitory effect of mavacamten on
crossbridges was present for at least 8 h after removal of drug
and washing of tissues, therefore necessitating a longer washout
period to remove the acute inhibitory effect of the drug.

MD simulation
MD simulations on tropomyosin were performed as previously
described (Li et al., 2010a). Briefly, the initial structure com-
prised the backbone from the Lorenz–Holmes model and side
chains oriented using information from crystal structures of
tropomyosin fragments as previously described (Rynkiewicz
et al., 2015). The mutation of Glu192 to Lys was performed
using the Mutator plugin in VMD (Humphrey et al., 1996). All
simulations were performed in CHARMM (Brooks et al., 2009)
force field version 27 in implicit solvent implementing the
Generalized Born with simple switching solvation with previous
parameters. Langevin MD simulations were performed with a
frictional drag of 1/ps applied to all the surface atoms on
tropomyosin (other than hydrogens) with a solvent-accessible
surface >1 Å2 (solvent probe radius of 1.4 Å). The dynamic
integration time step was set to 2 fs with the SHAKE protocol
activated for hydrogens. The energy-minimized tropomyosin
was heated from 0°K to 300°K for 30 ps, followed by constrained
equilibration with gradual release of constraints over 300 ps.

Table 1. Primers used in the study

Description Product Size (bp) Forward (59–39) Reverse (59–39)

GAPDH Glyceraldehyde 6-phoshate dehydrogenase 117 GAAGGTGAAGGTCGGAGTCA TTGAGGTCAATGAAGGGGTC

ANF Natriuretic peptide A 120 CAGGATGGACAGGATTGGAG ACAGGAGCCTCTTGCAGTCT

BNP Natriuretic peptide B 109 TTTGGGAGGAAGATGGACC TGTGGAATCAGAAGCAGGTG

MYH7 Myosin heavy chain 7 271 ACACCCTGACTAAGGCCAA AGCTTCTTCTGCAGCTGGC

TPM1 Tropomyosin 1 486 CTACTTTAAGGCAGCCCTTC CACTGCAATACATTCTCTGC

SeV Sendai reprogramming vector 181 GGATCACTAGGTGATATCGAGC ACCAGACAAGAGTTTAAGAGATATGTATC
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Production runs followed, collecting conformers every 1 ps during
a 30-ns simulation time.

Structural modeling of actin–TPM1 interactions
We further used structural models of actin and TPM1 derived
from cryo-EM to examine the molecular interactions between
actin and specific residues on TPM1, assuming no change in
TPM1 binding to actin given that E192K readily assembles into
functional thin filaments. Specifically, using flexibility fit mod-
els to the cryo-EM densities of thin filaments that have been
recently published (Yamada et al., 2020; Doran et al., 2020;
Pavadai et al., 2020), we analyzed the actin–TPM1 interactions
around residue 192 as it transitions from open to closed to
blocked states.

Coarse-grained modeling
To predict the effects of local tropomyosin stiffness on thin fil-
ament activation dynamics, we represented just a portion of the
flexible tropomyosin cable. The objective was to estimate the
bending energy that would result when two adjacent tropo-
myosins occupy distinct azimuthal positions. Accordingly, we
depicted two half-tropomyosin molecules that span actin be-
tween two regulatory units (RUs) from troponin I (TnI) to TnI
with associated overlap region, including proximal tropomyosin
N terminus and distal tropomyosin C terminus. While the
molecules were clamped at either end, the freely movable
portion of the cable included amino acid residues 6–273 over-
lapped by 10 residues at the overlap region. To approximate the
azimuthal motion of tropomyosin around actin, we assumed
that this motion resembles the movement of a guided-clamped
flexible beam in a 2-D plane formed by the surface between
tropomyosin and actin. Given an approximately symmetric
motion of tropomyosin between TnI on either side of the
overlap region, we consider deformation of each tropomyosin
half-molecule from TnI to overlap, spanning 134 residues plus
a 10-residue overlap.

Each tropomyosin half-molecule is considered to be de-
formed azimuthally to an angle θ as predetermined by known
structural positions of tropomyosin on actin with thin filament
activation in the three-state model. As a mechanical analogue,
each half-tropomyosin was represented as a flexible cable con-
sisting of N links of constant length l connected by torsional
springs with individual torsional stiffness βi. This torsional
stiffness was set as the relative stiffness at each amino acid
residue along tropomyosin, derived from the MD simulations.
The half-tropomyosins were displaced by an orthogonal load F
applied at the free end. In each simulation, Fwas increased until
achieving a desired deflection δ from the initial undeformed
azimuthal position

δ � 2πs
θ

360
1
2
,

where θ is the azimuthal position of tropomyosin about actin
and s = 40 Å (Orzechowski et al., 2014b).

To compute deformation along the molecule, we consider a
vertical tip load F that applies a moment Mi through a virtual
moment arm vector Ai on any given torsional spring joint βi,

which must be balanced by its own internal torque τi caused by
torsional spring rotation ϕi, such that

|Mi| � |τi|
|AixFi| � βiϕi.

Wenumerically compute themoment exerted by the end load on
any given torsional spring joint iwith position ri according to the
following equation dependent on the overall chain position R:

|Mi| � |R − ri| ∗
"
|F|2 −

�
F · RT

|R − ri|

�2
#0.5

.

We apply the boundary condition that the proximal end of the
chain is fixed and cannot be deformed. As this problem is un-
derconstrained with N degrees of freedom compared with two
boundary conditions, we devised an algorithm to iteratively
solve this problem by two sequential schemes informed by a
semi-inverse approach. First, an optimization problem is per-
formed to adjust the individual angles of the torsional springs of
the chain until individual moments are balanced, minimizing
these angular residuals as follows within any given instance:

ϕresiduali � |Mi|
βi

− ϕi.

The residuals are calculated, and the angles of each indi-
vidual element are adjusted using a modified gradient de-
scent method with iteration until the maximum angular
residual was no greater than a prespecified minimum tolerance
threshold, specified as

α
360

2π,

where α was set to 0.1. Next, the overall angular iteration
scheme was embedded into an optimization problem to de-
termine a load that would result in a desired total arbitrary
azimuthal deformation δ. A numerical solver (fminsearch,
MATLAB) was used to vary F until the specified tip displace-
ment was achieved.

After the convergence of themodel to define a load tomeet an
azimuthal position θ and the determination of the torsional
spring angles achieved to meet that total chain deformation ϕi,
the energy of the entire chain was calculated as follows:

E(θ) � 1
2

X
i

βiϕ
2
i .

The chain energy was computed for a variety of θ, ranging from
0° to 35° for the chain, and the calculated energies were fit to
determine a global molecule stiffness k using the following
equation:

E(θ) � 1
2
kθ2.

Relative changes in k for WT and E192K fully reconstructed
tropomyosin chains were used to inform the myofilament model
parameter identifiable as tropomyosin stiffness γ. Specifically,
once k values were obtained for WT and E192K, the ratio of the
two was used to scale γ.
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Myofilament modeling
Myofilament modeling was performed using a novel extension of
our previously published model of thin filament regulation and
myofilament activation, with particular emphasis on the struc-
tural role of tropomyosin (Sewanan et al., 2016). Previously, the
model was only able to accommodate a thin filament of 26 RUs
consisting of all WT or all mutant myofilament properties, e.g., a
homogenous thin filament. However, the new model allows RUs
to be randomly assigned with a probability of being either mutant
or WT, allowing the simulation of thin filaments with heteroge-
neous RU properties, the first model to our knowledge capable of
performing explicit heterogenous myofilament simulations.

To develop the model further to allow such heterogeneous
thin filament simulations, it was necessary to extend the 6-state
Markov Chain–Monte Carlomodel as previously described (Sewanan
et al., 2016) into a 12-state model, whereby a set of 6 states was
created for each type of RU (mutant or WT). Given that the
model contains a primary mechanism of RU–RU cooperativity
via tropomyosin coupling of any given RU with its neighboring
RUs as previously described (Campbell et al., 2010), this ne-
cessitated the expansion of the possible transition rates in the
transition matrix, depending on the RU properties and the pos-
sible neighbor configurations that govern the state transitions
from 1,296 terms to 10,368 terms.

The model is governed by eight independent parameters as
follows: γ, the tropomyosin chain stiffness; λ, the probability of
calcium-independent state transitions; kCa+, the forward rate for
calcium binding to TnC; KCa, the calcium binding to TnC equi-
librium constant; krefBC , the forward rate for blocked to closed
transition; KBC, the blocked-to-closed state transition equilibrium
constant; f ref , the forward rate for closed-to-open transition; and
δ, the myosin duty cycle. Calculation of transition rates among the
various states was done as before, depending on nearest-neighbor
states, and linked via tropomyosin stiffness (Sewanan et al., 2016).
However, since the filament could now be heterogeneous, we had
to consider the cases where a given RU would be linked via tro-
pomyosin to a neighboring RU with properties different from
itself. In particular, the juxtaposition of two possible disparate
tropomyosins (mutant and WT) was conceived to significantly
affect tropomyosin chain dynamics and thereby RU–RU coupling.
The effective tropomyosin stiffness between a given RU (Z) and its
neighboring RUs (X and Y) determines the effective rate constant,
as previously described, according to the following equation for
transition to any state (Z*) described by the rate constant kXYZZ∗ :

kXYZZ∗ � kref
ZZ∗e

−ΔUX
Z+ΔUX

ZZ∗
−ΔUY

Z +ΔUY
ZZ∗ .

Tropomyosin contributes to the energy of the transition of an RU
Z to a new state Z* for any given neighbor X (or Y) according
to the potential energy ΔU terms. For example, the term de-
scribing the potential energy induced by a transition from Z to Z*
given a neighbor X is computed as follows:

ΔUX
ZZ∗ �

1
2
γeff

�
ϕ∗
ZZ − ϕx

�2
.

The effective tropomyosin stiffness γeff depends on the identity
of the RU Z and its neighboring RU X. For both RUs being WT,

γeff � γWT. If both were mutant, γeff � γMUT. If one was mutant
and one was WT, the effective tropomyosin stiffness was com-
puted as

γeff � 2
γWT γMUT

γWT + γMUT
.

All other transition rates and potential energies were calculated
similarly to the above with substitution of appropriate terms.

Using the transition matrix as described, 24 RUs were used to
form a thin filament simulation along with two dummy RUs
fixed permanently in the blocked state. Simulations were per-
formed using the Markov Chain–Monte Carlo algorithm as de-
scribed previously (Sewanan et al., 2016) executed on a NVIDIA
Tesla K40 graphics processing card in CUDA C++ with work-
flows and setups managed through MATLAB. Two main types of
simulations were performed for this paper, steady-state activa-
tion simulations and twitch simulations. Steady-state activation
simulations were used to model the in vitro motility assays and
used as input for a variety of a constant calcium concentrations
to match those used in the in vitro motility assays. Twitch
simulations were used to model the EHT mechanics data and as
input for the calcium transient measured in a representative
WT EHT. All simulations were started with thin filaments fully
deactivated and allowed to simulate for sufficient time and
iterations for temporal convergence.Model parameters are listed
in Table 2.

Protein preparation for in vitro motility assay
An E192K mutant of WT human-striated α-tropomyosin
(Tpm1.1), containing the N-terminal extension Met-Ala-Ser,
was obtained from Genewiz using Met-Ala-Ser WT Tpm1.1
template in pET-3D (Orzechowski et al., 2014a). Both WT and
E192K plasmids were transformed into Rosetta-competent cells
for expression. One liter of cell culture pellet was resuspended
in a minimal volume of cold lysis buffer (20 mM Tris, 100 mM
NaCl, 2 mM EGTA, 5 mMMgCl2, and protease inhibitors [Pierce
Tablets; Thermo Fisher Scientific] at pH 7.5) and lysed by
sonication. The insoluble protein and cell debris were then re-
moved by centrifugation. The tropomyosin was then purified
following standard methods. Purified tropomyosin aliquots were
stored in −80°C until use. Porcine cardiac troponin and actin
were prepared from muscle ether powder as described previ-
ously (Potter, 1982). Troponin aliquotswere stored at −80°C until
use; actin was stored at 4°C and used up to 6 mo. Fast chicken
skeletal myosin was prepared from freshly slaughtered chicken
breast meat followingwell-establishedmethods (Margossian and
Lowey, 1982) and stored in 50% glycerol at 20°C. Lyophilized,
purified rabbit skeletal myosin S1 fragments (Cytoskeleton, Inc.)
was stored at 4°C until reconstituted in distilled and deionized
water, then aliquots were flash frozen in liquid N2 and stored at
−80°C.

In vitro motility assay
Slide preparation solutions were formulated as previously de-
scribed (Orzechowski et al., 2014a) with some modifications.
BSA concentration was increased from 0.5 to 1 mg/ml. For ac-
tivating solutions, calcium concentrations of in vitro motility
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solutions were calculated using Ca-EGTA Calculator v1.3.
Solutions were formulated using the BATHE_GODT program.
Briefly, ∼20 μl flow cells were constructed by attaching
nitrocellulose-coated coverslips and a standard glass slide with
100-µm-thick 3M double-stick tape. Myosin in myosin buffer
was incubated in the flow cell for 1 min. This was followed by
1 cell volume (CV) of 1 mg/ml BSA for 1 min in myosin buffer to
remove any unbound myosin and block the remaining surface
sites to avoid nonspecific attachment of actin filaments. After
blocking, 1 CV of unlabeled actin was added. This actin was
allowed to incubate for 2 min before being washed out with
1 CV of actin + ATP buffer and then 4 CV actin buffer to remove
the ATP. 1 CV of tetramethylrhodamine-labeled actin filaments
in low-salt buffer was then added to the flow cell and allowed to
incubate for 2 min. A 1 CVmixture of tropomyosin with/without
troponin at equimolar concentrations in far excess of the actin
(>600 nM) was added to the cell and allowed to incubate
for 6 min. Motility was then initiated by the addition of Ca2+-
containing buffers with 1 mM ATP and oxygen scavengers.
Movies of actin filament motion on the cover glass surface were
captured at up to 5 frames/s on an intensified charge-coupled
device camera (Andor iXon) using native camera software. All
movies were analyzed using a freeware program designed for
the analysis of in vitro motility movies, FAST v1.1 (Aksel et al.,
2015). At least six movies of each calcium condition were taken
of both WT and E192K tropomyosin. Individual day WT versus
E192K data were compared. Data were fit to a standard four-
parameter Hill curve.

Quantitative PCR analysis of gene expression
To analyze the gene expression patterns of EHTs generated
from iPSC-CMs, total RNA from individual samples was ex-
tracted using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen) according to the manu-
facturer’s instructions. cDNA was synthesized using an iScript
cDNA Synthesis Kit (Bio-Rad) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Quantitative PCR amplifications were performed
using an IQ SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad) with a total re-
action volume of 15 μl containing 1 μl of cDNA, 1.5 μl of primers,
and 5 μl of distilled water on a CFX96 Real-Time System (Bio-
Rad) under the condition of 95°C for 3 min followed by 46
amplification cycles (95°C for 10 s, 58°C for 10 s, 72°C for 30 s).

Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase was used as a ref-
erence gene for this experiment. Three biological replicates were
performed for expression analysis of each gene. Primers used are
listed in Table 1.

Western blot for protein quantification
Protein was prepared from iPSC-CMs by direct lysis in ice-cold
radioimmunoprecipitation assay buffer containing phosphatase
and protease inhibitors (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) followed by
collecting of cells using a cell scraper andmechanical trituration.
After centrifugation (14,000 g at 4°C) for 20 min, the superna-
tant was collected. Protein content was determine using the
Pierce BCA Protein Assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Protein
was buffered in 4× Laemmli sample buffer (Bio-Rad) and boiled
at 100°C for 5 min before electrophoresis. 10 μg of protein were
electrophoresed on a 10% Mini-PROTEAN Gel (Bio-Rad) and
transferred to a prewetted polyvinylidene fluoride membrane.
After blocking and probing with a primary antibody overnight,
proteins bands were visualized using an IRDye secondary an-
tibody and visualized using the IR Odyssey imaging system
(LI-COR). Total protein loading was further measured for
standardization using the REVERT Total Protein Stain Kit
(LI-COR). For ERK visualization, rabbit polyclonal phospho-
ERK1/2 (T202/Y204, IB 1:500, 9101; Cell Signaling Technology),
and mouse monoclonal ERK (clone 3A7, IB 1:500, 9107; Cell
Signaling Technology) were used along with LI-COR IRDye
800 goat anti-rabbit (1:10,000) and 680 goat anti-mouse (1:10,000)
secondary antibodies.

Statistical analysis
Results are given as the mean with standard error. For a com-
parison of two groups, statistical significance was determined
using t test or Mann–Whitney U test where applicable, with a
confidence level of P < 0.05. For paired analysis with repeated
measurements on the same samples, paired t tests were used
with a confidence level of P < 0.05. For comparison of groups
under multiple conditions, two-way ANOVA was used followed
by pairwise comparison using post hoc testing with Tukey cor-
rection to determine significant differences, with a confidence
level of P < 0.05. Statistical analysis was performed using MATLAB
and GraphPad Prism 7.

Table 2. Myofilament model parameters

Parameter Description IVM WT fit IVM E192K fit WT twitch fit E192K twitch

γ (mol−1kJ) Tropomyosin chain stiffness 33.15 23.3 42 29.4

λ Probability of calcium-independent state transitions 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.06

kCa+(uM−1ms−1) Forward rate for calcium binding to troponin 1 1 0.5 0.5

KCa Calcium-binding equilibrium constant 1.4 1.4 1 1

krefBC (ms−1) Forward rate for blocked-to-closed transition 2.39 2.39 1 1

KBC Blocked-to-closed state transition equilibrium constant 7 4.2 0.9 0.54

f ref (ms−1) Forward rate for closed-to-open transition 0.0999 0.0999 0.2 0.2

δ Myosin duty cycle 0.17 0.17 0.60 0.60

Bold values are parameters that were altered in the model. IVM, in vitro motility.
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Online supplemental material
Fig. S1 shows cryo-EM modeling of TPM1 traversing over actin.
Fig. S2 shows calcium-transient measurements in EHTs made
from WT and HCM cell lines. Fig. S3 shows cross-sectional area
measurement of EHTs. Fig. S4 shows acute mavacamten treat-
ment of WT EHTs.

Results
HCM patient characteristics
The patient assessed was a 28-yr-old African-American female
diagnosed with HCM at age 21 yr. Cardiac magnetic resonance
imaging showed asymmetrical hypertrophy with a maximum
LV thickness of 30 mm at the basal anteroseptal wall segment
(normal, 6–11 mm) together with significant late gadolinium
enhancement, consistent with fibrosis, and left atrial dilatation
(Fig. 2, A and B). Total LV mass was calculated at 206 g. Echo-
cardiography revealed normal systolic (ejection fraction, 65%)
but impaired diastolic function (early transmitral flow velocity
with mitral annular velocity [E/A] ratio, 1.2; deceleration time,
126 ms; lateral early diastolic mitral annular velocity [E9], 4.8)
with no significant LV outflow tract obstruction (Fig. 2 C). Ge-
netic panel screening at the time of diagnosis revealed a VUS in
TPM1, E192K (c.574G>A; Table 3 and Table 4), a variant which
has recently been reclassified as likely pathogenic based on ge-
netic testing of more patients reported in ClinVar. No other VUS
or pathogenic variants were found in the genes screened. Elec-
trocardiogram showed LV hypertrophy and repolarization ab-
normalities in multiple leads consistent with HCM (Fig. 2 D).

Family screening revealed that the mother of the patient also
had LV hypertrophy, albeit to a lesser degree (17 mm), impaired
diastolic function (E/A, 1.4, deceleration time, 160 ms, lateral E9,
8), and a positive test for the TPM1 E192K. These findings were
consistent with a diagnosis of familial HCM (Gersh et al., 2011).
According to current guidelines, the patient was deemed to be
high risk for sudden cardiac death and received an implantable
cardioverter defibrillator for primary prevention. In follow-up
visits, interrogation of the patient’s implantable cardioverter
defibrillator revealed short episodes of nonsustained ventricular
tachycardia that culminated in an episode of arrhythmogenic
syncope 4 yr later. The patient also complained about shortness
of breath with minimal exertion (New York Heart Association
class III) and frequent episodes of angina, with several visits to
the emergency department. The mother of the patient has fol-
lowed a similar clinical course with limitations in daily function
due to severe diastolic dysfunction.

MD and coarse-grained modeling of TPM1 E192K
To examine the molecular underpinnings of the observed clin-
ical phenotypes in patients carrying TPM1 E192K, we performed
atomistic MD simulations of WT and E192K tropomyosin. Av-
erage structures for E192K compared with WT demonstrated no
overt alterations of the coiled coil structure but did show some
straightening of the E192K superhelix compared with the WT
simulation (Fig. 3 A). Given the important role of tropomyosin’s
intrinsic stiffness in regulating myofilament activity, we in-
vestigated the dynamic persistence length of TPM1. Dynamic

persistence length reflects the deviations of tropomyosin from
its intrinsically curved structure due to thermal fluctuation and
relates to its structural stiffness (Li et al., 2010b). We found that
while both WT and E192K experienced significant residue-by-
residue variations in flexibility as expected in this α-helical
coiled coil, E192K was much more flexible on average (Fig. 3 B).

To predict the effect of the residue-by-residue persistence
length differences on the function of the tropomyosin in the
context of thin filament regulation, we formulated a novel 2-D
coarse-grained model consisting of a series of torsional springs
representing each individual residue of TPM1. Each spring was
assigned the relative stiffnesses of the TPM1 residues from the
MD simulations. The overall chain was deformed by an end load
to result in a particular azimuthal displacement, similar to the
azimuthal displacements of the tropomyosin molecule across the
surface actin during thin filament activation (Fig. 3 C). We con-
ducted numerical experiments displacing the torsional spring
chains with either WT or E192K stiffnesses to varying azimuthal
displacements (Fig. 3 D) and then computed the total chain en-
ergy (Fig. 3 E). We then fit the chain energy (EB) as a function of
the azimuthal displacement (ϕ) according to the torsional spring
energy equation

EB � 1
2
kϕ2,

for both WT and E192K simulations and determined that the
global stiffness (k) of tropomyosin with p.E192K was ∼70% that
ofWT. E192K, therefore, is muchmore flexible thanWT TPM1 at
a molecular level, which could have implications for thin fila-
ment regulation of crossbridges in the myofilament.

Myofilament modeling and in vitro motility of
E192K tropomyosin
After predicting that the stiffness of the mutant E192K tropo-
myosin varies at a fundamental level from that ofWT, we sought
to determine how a loss of stiffness might alter the overall
function of myofilaments. To do so, we extended our previously
published model of thin filament activation (Sewanan et al.,
2016) to incorporate the effects of a myofilament composed
heterogeneously of WT and mutant tropomyosin RUs to better
reflect the heterozygous nature of autosomal dominant HCM.
Previously published models allowed only homogenous simu-
lations of either WT or mutant proteins (Land and Niederer,
2015; Sewanan et al., 2016). This new model allows exhaus-
tively random arrangements of heterozygous tropomyosin in
the myofilament and is run for all combinations to ensure model
convergence.

We used this model to predict Ca2+-dependent sliding ve-
locity (as in the regulated in vitro motility assay) as well as
isometric twitch behavior as a function of altered tropomyosin
stiffness (Fig. 4 A). A baseline parameter set representing WT
tropomyosin behavior was obtained by fitting measurements
of mean in vitro thin filament sliding velocity across a range of
Ca2+ concentrations (Fig. 4 B). Model parameters representing a
baseline WT isometric twitch were also obtained by fitting iso-
metric twitch data from a WT human EHT driven by a Ca2+

transient measured simultaneously in the same sample (Fig. 4, C
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and D). Starting from these WT parameter sets, we then pre-
dicted the effects of E192K by reducing tropomyosin stiffness to
70% of that of the WT parameter value. The simulation of reg-
ulated in vitro motility predicted elevated velocity at low Ca2+

and a loss of cooperativity in response to homozygous expres-
sion of E192K (Fig. 4 E). We next used our novel heterogeneous
myofilament model incorporating 50% WT and 50% mutant
E192K tropomyosin to predict isometric twitch behavior in

heterozygous patient myocardium. The mutant simulation ex-
hibited hypercontractility and prolonged twitch kinetics with
significantly elevated diastolic force (Fig. 4 F).

In subsequent experiments, regulated in vitro motility char-
acteristics of reconstituted thin filaments containing E192K
showed reduced Ca2+ sensitivity (Fig. 4 E) in the absence of
any differences in maximal sliding velocity (VMAX, measured
at 30°C) or cooperativity between WT and E192K-regulated

Figure 2. HCM patient clinical characteristics. (A) LV end-diastolic wall thickness was ∼30 mm, with a pattern of asymmetric septal hypertrophy. No LV
noncompaction cardiomyopathy was observed. (B) Three-chamber view on cardiac magnetic resonance imaging. Note significant left atrium enlargement of
∼50 mm. (C) Pseudonormal mitral filling pattern on Doppler interrogation with a short mitral deceleration time. Lateral E9 velocity (not shown in this image)
was also significantly reduced. (D) Electrocardiogram strip showing LV hypertrophy and repolarization abnormalities in multiple leads. This electrocardiogram
shows normal sinus rhythm, but the patient is at high risk of developing atrial fibrillation in the future. aVF, augmented vector foot; aVL, augmented vector left;
aVR, augmented vector right; MV, mitral valve; PG, peak gradient; PW, pulsed wave; Vel, velocity.

Table 3. Bioinformatic characteristics and in silico predictions of TPM1 E192K

Bioinformatic parameter type Parameter Source

Minor allele frequency 0.000000 ExAC (Lek et al., 2016)

No. of HCM cases in OMGL and LMM 13 ACGV (Walsh et al., 2017)

SIFT score (damaging if <0.05) 0.001/damaging SIFT (Sim et al., 2012)

PolyPhen-2 score (pathogenic if >0.5) 0.013/benign PolyPhen-2 (Adzhubei et al., 2010)

PROVEAN score (pathogenic if <-2.5) −2.659/deleterious PROVEAN (Choi et al., 2012)

ACGV, Atlas of Cardiac Genetic Variation; ExAC, Exome Aggregation Consortium; LMM, Laboratory of Molecular Medicine; OMGL, Oxford Molecular Genetics
Laboratory; PolyPhen-2, Polymorphism Phenotyping v2; PROVEAN, Protein Variation Effect Analyzer; SIFT, Sorting Intolerant From Tolerant.
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filaments. Ca2+ sensitivity was reduced by ∼0.4 calcium con-
centration (pCa) units. Since these effects did not seem to be
explained solely by the drop in TPM1 stiffness, we hypothesized
that the mutation may also alter dynamic interactions between
tropomyosin and actin, as previously found in certain model
systems (Orzechowski et al., 2014a). Subsequent simulations
confirmed that a 40% decrease in blocked-to-closed tropomy-
osin transition rate, in addition to the E192K-based reduction in
stiffness, was able to fit the experimental data with high fidelity
(Fig. 4 G). Indeed, when we looked at structural models of
TPM1–actin interactions based on more recent, high-fidelity,
cryo-EM densities (Pavadai et al., 2020; Yamada et al., 2020;
Doran et al., 2020), we determined that the E192 residue of
TPM1 typically is required to traverse over a positive patch on
actin formed by actin residues K215 and K238 (Fig. S1). Therefore,
mutation of E192 to a positively charged lysine residue creates
unfavorable charged TPM1–actin interactions that are predicted to
hinder the transition rate from open state to blocked state, espe-
cially after the detachment of myosin. Based on these structural
data, where isometric twitch predictions were updated using this
new set of model parameters incorporating loss of stiffness
and slowing of blocked-to-closed transition, E192K was found to
slightly prolong duration of twitch while substantially reducing
PF (Fig. 4 H). Notably, in both predictions of mutant twitches
(with or without inclusion of altered blocked–closed equilib-
rium), a mild elevation of diastolic crossbridge activity is ap-
parent (Fig. 4 I). Computational and in vitro modeling of E192K
suggests overall that the mutation results in thin filament dys-
regulation in which excess residual crossbridge activity is the
central feature. We hypothesized that this dysregulation could
cause slowed muscle relaxation and increased diastolic force,
reflective of the prominent diastolic dysfunction seen in E192K
clinical disease.

Mechanical phenotyping of EHTs made with iPSC-CMs
To corroborate predictions of a contractile phenotype in patient
myocardium expressing E192K tropomyosin, we leveraged iPSC
technology (Lian et al., 2013) and our previously established
tissue engineering techniques (Schwan et al., 2016) to create
patient-specific EHT constructs. Two control iPSC lines (WT1

and WT2) were generated from sex-matched control subjects,
including one iPSC line previously characterized (Dash et al.,
2016). Sanger sequencing of all three lines showed that the
TPM1 E192K mutant was only found in the HCM iPSC line (Fig. 1
A). Karyotyping of all three iPSC lines after culture to passages
used experimentally demonstrated no chromosomal abnormal-
ities (Fig. 1 B). Both newly generated iPSC lines (WT2 and HCM)
were characterized fully for pluripotency and showed expres-
sion of pluripotency markers and trilineage differentiation
(Fig. 1 B).

Using CMs differentiated from each iPSC line, EHTs were
formed and grown for 21 d under electrical field stimulation
(constant 2 Hz) in standard culture media and then used for
mechanical experiments (Fig. 1 C). All data were obtained with a
1-Hz field stimulus under isometric conditions at a physiological
temperature and pH with constant perfusion of Tyrode’s solu-
tion. We ran two sets of independent experiments from at least
three differentiation batches per iPSC line, in which the HCM
line and one of the WT lines were individually compared. EHTs
created from HCM iPSC-CMs exhibited hypercontractility with
delayed relaxation compared with both WT controls (Fig. 5,
A–C). In particular, HCM EHTs showed an ∼3.5-fold increase
in PF relative to WT1 (Fig. 5 G). Furthermore, HCM EHTs
showed delayed kinetics of relaxation, with a 35% increase in
RT50 (Fig. 5 E). WT1 and HCM EHTs had similar TTP (Fig. 5 D).
Overall, HCM EHTs exhibited an increased TTI normalized by
individual PF (nTTI) compared with WT1 (Fig. 5 F). Compared
with WT2, HCM EHTs showed an ∼5× increase in PF (Fig. 5 K).
HCM EHTs showed a slower RT50 compared with WT2 (Fig. 5
I) and a prolonged TTP (Fig. 5 H). Overall, HCM EHTs exhibited
a markedly increased nTTI (Fig. 5 J). There did not appear to be
any differences in the calcium handling of EHTs made fromWT
and HCM iPSC-CMs measured using a standard FURA 2/AM
fluorescent dye method (Fig. S2). HCM EHTs were thus able to
recapitulate some key features of clinical disease caused by the
thin filament variant TPM1 E192K, namely impaired relaxation
and hypercontractility.

Attenuation of crossbridge-based diastolic force in HCM EHTs
by acute mavacamten treatment
Although differing with respect to PF, both model predictions
and EHT measurements evidenced enhanced residual cross-
bridge activity during diastole as a consequence of E192K tro-
pomyosin. To more comprehensively assess the residual force
present in EHTs between twitch contractions (diastole), an acute
stretch protocol was performed (Fig. 1 C; Sewanan et al., 2019).
When the diastolic force–length relationships of WT2 and HCM
EHTs were compared (Fig. 6 A), we found that HCM EHTs had a
significantly elevated diastolic force (Fig. 6 B). However, there
did not appear to be any difference in the cross-sectional area of
WT and HCM EHTs (Fig. S3).

We hypothesized that the increased diastolic force could be
partly due to excess residual crossbridge activity during diastole
due to thin filament dysregulation. If true, this excess diastolic
force would be decreased in response to treatment with a my-
osin inhibitor. We chose the agent mavacamten for these ex-
periments because of its specificity for β-cardiac myosin (the

Table 4. Conservation of TPM1 and TPM1 orthologs for residue E192

Species RefSeq accession no. Protein residues 180–200
(E192 bolded)

Homo sapiens NP_001018004.1 EERAELSEGKCAELEEELKTV

Pan troglodytes XP_001173556.2 EERAELSEGKCAELEEELKTV

Macaca mulatta XP_001104296.1 EERAELSEGKCAELEEELKTV

Bos taurus NP_001013608.1 EERAELSEGKCAELEEELKTV

Gallus gallus NP_990732.1 EERAELSESQVRQLEEQLRIM

Danio rerio NP_001002119.1 EERAEVAEAKSGDLEEELKNV

Drosophila NP_732001.3 EERAEQGENKIVELEEELRVV

Anopheles gambiae XP_003435938.1 EERAEAGEAKIVELEEELRVV

Caenorhabditis
elegans

NP_001021695.1 EERAEAGENKIVELEEELRVV
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predominant human cardiac isoform and known to be highly
expressed in our EHTs; Ng et al., 2020). We subjected HCM
EHTs to the stretch protocol before and after an acute 30-min
treatment with 0.5 μMmavacamten. This short time frame was
chosen because it is the time taken for mavacamten to result in a
steady-state effect on contraction and would be too short a time
to allow for remodeling of additional components of diastolic
force, such as the extracellular matrix (Shen et al., 2021).

As expected, treatment with mavacamten decreased iso-
metric twitch force in HCM EHTs by ∼73% (Fig. 6, D and E).
Mavacamten acutely reduced isometric twitch force inWT EHTs
to a similar extent (∼70%; Fig. S4). We have observed similar
systolic force reduction under 0.5 μMmavacamten treatment in

other studies of WT human EHTs (Sewanan et al., 2021). How-
ever, in HCM EHTs, mavacamten also had a significant effect on
the diastolic force production (Fig. 6 C). Specifically, mava-
camten reduced diastolic force by ∼15% compared with paired
untreated HCM EHTs after 30 min of treatment (Fig. 6 F). In-
terestingly, mavacamten also normalized twitch kinetics toward
WT values in treated HCM EHTs (Fig. 6, G–I), reducing RT50 by
26% and nTTI by 18% without affecting TTP.

Regression of in vitro hypertrophy by chronic
mavacamten treatment
The observation that acute mavacamten treatment reduced di-
astolic force in HCM EHTs seemed to confirm model predictions

Figure 3. MD and coarse-grainedmodeling of TPM1. (A) Average structures for p.E192K TPM1 comparedwithWT TPM1 demonstrated no overt structural defects.
(B)While bothWT and p.E192K experienced significant residue by residue variations in flexibility as expected in this α-helical coiled coil, p.E192Kwasmuchmore flexible on
average. (C)A novel 2-D coarse-grainedmodel inwhich a series of torsional springs assignedwith the relative stiffnesses of the TPM1 residues could be deformed by an end
load to result in a particular azimuthal displacement, similar to the azimuthal displacements of the TPM1 molecule across the surface actin during thin filament activation.
(D) Simulations displacing the torsional spring chains with eitherWT or p.E192K stiffnesses to varying azimuthal displacements. (E) Total chain energies ofWT and p.E192K
as a function of azimuthal displacements, with fits overlaid to an elastic energy equation. aa, amino acids; arb., arbitrary; Tm, tropomyosin.
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that E192K causes excess residual crossbridge activity during
diastole. We next sought to understand why HCM EHTs ex-
hibited dramatic hypercontractility in spite of in vitro motility
experiments and modeling that predicted a loss of myofilament
Ca2+ sensitivity and twitch force in the presence of E192K tro-
pomyosin. We hypothesized that the excess residual crossbridge

activity could be leading to cellular hypertrophy in the mutant
EHTs, resulting in higher twitch force in spite of any myofila-
ment Ca2+ sensitivity changes. We first examined iPSC-CMs
grown in standard 2-D culture from WT2 and HCM lines via
cTnT immunostaining (Fig. 7 A) to clearly assess cell size. HCM
iPSC-CMs had an ∼70% increase in cell size (Fig. 7 B). Cellular

Figure 4. Stochastic thin filamentmodeling of TPM1 E192K variant. (A) Stochastic model of thin filament activation incorporating homozygous (HOM) and
heterozygous (HET) myofilament composition with simulations of in vitro motility (IVM) and isometric intact twitch. (B) WT IVM data and model fit for
determining baseline parameters. (C) Calcium transient fromWT EHT. (D) Isometric twitch fromWT EHT and model fit for determining baseline parameters in
response to the calcium transient. (E) Prediction of p.E192K IVM with decreased stiffness, which does not exhibit decreased calcium sensitivity. (F) Predicted
twitches for WT1 and p.E192K. (G) Fitting of p.E192K IVM with decreased stiffness and decreased blocked-to-closed (BC) equilibrium constant. (H) Predicted
twitches for WT1 and p.E192K. (I) Normalized predicted twitches for WT1 and p.E192K. arb., arbitrary; Norm., normalized; Vel., velocity.
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hypertrophy in iPSC-CMs was further indicated by the presence
of upregulated expression of the hypertrophic marker natriu-
retic peptide B (BNP; Fig. 7 C) and increased ERK1/2 phospho-
rylation relative to WT (Fig. 7 D).

Given thatmavacamten could reduce excess residual diastolic
crossbridge activity as established with acute drug treatment
(Fig. 6 F), we hypothesized that chronic treatment with this drug

could decrease hypertrophy in HCM EHTs. We subsequently
treated HCM EHTs with 0.5 μM mavacamten for 2 d and found
that BNP expression was significantly downregulated in HCM
EHTs by this chronic mavacamten treatment (Fig. 7 E). EHTs
were then treated with mavacamten for 4 d in order to assess
whether decreased hypertrophic signaling would correspond
with a decrease in EHT contractile force. Critically, in this

Figure 5. Mechanics of EHTs created fromWT and HCM iPSC-CMs. (A) Representative EHT twitches fromWT1 and HCM. (B) Representative EHT twitches
from WT2 and HCM. (C) Parameters quantified from isometric twitch experiments. (D) WT1 and HCM EHTs had similar TTP. (E) HCM EHTs showed delayed
kinetics of relaxation, with a 35% increase in RT50 (WT1 versus HCM, 0.11 ± 0.01 versus 0.15 ± 0.01 s, P = 0.0012, t test). (F) HCM EHTs exhibited an increased
nTTI compared withWT1 (WT1 versus HCM, 0.22 ± 0.02 versus 0.29 ± 0.02 s, P = 0.03, t test). (G)HCM EHTs showed an∼3.5-fold increased in PF (WT1 versus
HCM, 0.097 ± 0.03 versus 0.33 ± 0.06 mN, P = 0.0032, Mann–Whitney U test). (H) HCM EHTs showed a prolonged TTP (WT versus HCM, 0.14 ± 0.015 versus
0.21 ± 0.008 s, P = 0.0002, t test). (I)HCM EHTs showed a delayed RT50 compared withWT2 (WT versus HCM, 0.11 ± 0.006 versus 0.14 ± 0.005 s, P = 0.0001,
t test). (J) HCM EHTs exhibited a markedly increased nTTI (WT versus HCM, 0.025 ± 0.02 versus 0.15 ± 0.03 s, P = 0.0098, t test). (K) HCM EHTs showed an
∼5× increase in PF (WT2 versus HCM, 0.091 ± 0.07 versus 0.48 ± 0.10 mN, P = 0.0065, t test). Data are mean ± standard error. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P <
0.001; ****, P < 0.0001.
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experiment, EHTs were treated with 24 h of washout following
4 d mavacamten treatment to ensure that only the chronic ef-
fects of the drug were observed in the absence of concurrent
crossbridge inhibition during testing. In both WT2 and HCM

EHTs, chronic mavacamten treatment significantly reduced
force (Fig. 7 F). Following chronic treatment with mavacamten,
the contractile characteristics of WT2 and mutant EHTs were
not statistically different (Fig. 7 F). Furthermore, a significant

Figure 6. Diastolic mechanics of EHT and effect of acute mavacamten treatment. (A) Representative diastolic force–length traces of WT2 and HCM
EHTs. (B) HCM EHTs had a significantly elevated diastolic force compared with WT2 (WT versus HCM, 0.13 ± 0.04 versus 0.44 ± 0.07 mN, P = 0.002,
Mann–Whitney U test). (C) Representative paired acute measurement of HCM EHT isometric twitch before and after mavacamten. (D) Representative paired
acute measurement of HCM EHT diastolic force–length relation before and after mavacamten. (E) Mavacamten drastically decreased active contractile for
production in HCM EHTs, specifically reducing PF by ∼73% compared with untreated paired HCM EHTs (P = 0.02, paired ratio t test). (F)Mavacamten reduced
diastolic force by ∼15% compared with paired untreated HCM EHTs (P = 0.002, paired ratio t test). (G)Mavacamten reduced RT50 by 26% (P = 0.006, paired
ratio t test). (H)Mavacamten reduced nTTI by 18% (P = 0.01, paired ratio t test). (I)Mavacamten had no effect on TTP in HCM EHTs. Data are mean ± standard
error. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01. mava, mavacamten.
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interaction was observed between peak isometric twitch force
measurements in treated and untreated WT2 and HCM EHTs
(two-way ANOVA). This indicated that the chronic effect of
mavacamten in decreasing cellular contractile force was greater
in HCM EHTs than in WT2 EHTs. We hypothesized that this
decrease in HCM EHT contractile force was due to decreased

myofibrillar content (atrophy) and next looked at whether we
would see this reflected in cTnT imaging of iPSC-CMs. Chronic
treatment of WT and HCM iPSC-CMs in a similar fashion to the
EHTs revealed that mavacamten treatment differentially de-
creased cell size of HCM iPSC-CMs (Fig. 7, G and H). It therefore
appeared that excess peak twitch force in HCM EHTs is due to

Figure 7. Chronic treatment of HCM EHTswithmavacamten. (A)WT2 and HCM iPSC-CM cTnT immunostaining. (B)HCM iPSC-CMs had an∼70% increase
in cell size (P < 0.0001, t test). (C) BNP was upregulated in HCM iPSC-CMs (P = 0.0075, Mann–Whitney U test). (D) ERK activation was increased in HCM iPSC-
CMs (P = 0.0123, t test). (E) BNP expression was significantly downregulated in HCM EHTs by this chronic mavacamten treatment (P = 0.0095, Mann–Whitney
U test). (F) Treated and untreated WT2 and HCM EHTs (using two-way ANOVA, interaction P = 0.03) in PF was found to be significant, indicating that the
chronic effect of mavacamten in decreasing cellular contractile force was greater in HCM EHTs than in WT2 EHTs. (G) WT2 and HCM iPSC-CM cTnT im-
munostaining with and without chronic mavacamten treatment. (H) Treated and untreated WT2 and HCM iPSC-CMs (using two-way ANOVA, interaction P <
0.0001) in cell size was found to be significant. Data are mean ± standard error. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001; ****, P < 0.0001. ANP, natriuretic
peptide A; au, arbitrary units.
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cellular hypertrophy rather than to a direct effect of E192K tro-
pomyosin but that E192K drives this through thin filament
dysregulation, leading to excess residual bridge activity that can
be attenuated with a cardiac-specific myosin inhibitor.

Discussion
We have used several complementary approaches to study the
causes of severe HCM in a specific patient carrying the E192K
mutation in TPM1. This work featured a thorough biomechan-
ical examination of iPSC-CMs from the patient achieved by
forming these cells into EHTs. To our knowledge, these ex-
periments constitute the first assessment of TPM1 mutant con-
tractile behavior in human-derived EHT. Patient EHTs revealed
striking, fourfold increases in both isometric twitch force and
diastolic force along with slowed relaxation. These changes were
highly reminiscent of the patient’s clinical phenotype, which
featured severe hypertrophy and diastolic dysfunction.

Initially, we assumed that biomechanical phenotypes in such
young tissues formed from iPSC-CMs would reveal the direct,
acute contractile consequences of mutant tropomyosin. Multi-
scale computational modeling and in vitro motility data ulti-
mately suggested that there was a disconnect at the tissue level
from these direct biophysical changes. The mutation was pre-
dicted to increase PF by just 30% based solely on the effects of
E192K on tropomyosin stiffness, much less than the fourfold in-
crease manifested in EHTs. Furthermore, the regulated in vitro
motility data showed a decrease in thin filament Ca2+ sensi-
tivity when E192K was introduced. When E192K effects on
tropomyosin stiffness and blocked–closed state equilibrium
were incorporated into the model, the mutation was actually
predicted to substantially decrease peak twitch force. While
we could not be completely certain that the in vitro biochemical
assay reflected the function of the excessive flexibility in the
heterogenous myofilament, the evidence overall suggested that
mutant TPM1 led to thin filament dysregulation and residual
crossbridge activity.

We therefore considered the possibility that iPSC-CMs from
the patient were already exhibiting hypertrophic growth, even
at the early time points we used, as upregulation of hypertrophic
signaling pathways in HCM CMs has been reported even in the
absence of extrinsic mechanical and biochemical stressors
(Davis et al., 2016). The dramatic enhancement of measured
twitch force could simply be due to greater myofibrillar content
in patient cells, which is expected with cellular hypertrophy.
Indeed, patient-derived CMs showed significantly larger cell
size and upregulation of the hypertrophic marker BNP.

We wondered how E192K might trigger cellular hypertrophy
so potently. Although the modeling predicted reduction in active
contractile force during systole, we noticed a small, but persis-
tent presence of residual crossbridge activity when mutation
effects were applied to the model. We hypothesized that this
excess residual crossbridge activity could eventually drive hy-
pertrophy. We showed in further EHT experiments that EHTs
treated with the β-myosin heavy chain inhibitor mavacamten
reduced systolic and even diastolic force with acute treatment,
suggesting that residual crossbridge activity caused elevation in

force during diastole. Using a chronic treatment, we found that
mavacamten produced a robust elimination of the large differ-
ence in active contractile strength previously observed between
patient and control EHT. Equalization of twitch force between
the groups was not due to acute effects of mavacamten since
tissues were characterized after 24 h of washout. Instead, the
effect is likely mediated by normalization of myofibrillar con-
tent, as evidenced in decreased cell size and hypertrophic bio-
markers with mavacamten treatment.

Ultimately, the accumulated observations and analysis lead
us to conclude that TPM1 E192K provokes hypertrophic growth
in CMs through excess residual crossbridge activity, particularly
during diastole. Evidence for diastolic crossbridge activity in
myofilaments with HCM sarcomeric variants has been noted
previously in some studies. Early work by Kawai, Bai, and
colleagues on HCM TPM1 variants used a protein-exchange
system to replace WT animal protein in skinned fibers with
that of recombinant mutant proteins for classic HCM variants,
such as TPM1 E180G, D175N, and V95A (Bai et al., 2011). Me-
chanical measurements, including elegant sinusoidal perturbation
analysis, on these filament systems revealed different functional
effects depending on the variant but with an underlying factor of
excess crossbridge activity at diastolic calcium levels, suggesting
an underlying mechanism common to these HCM mutations in
TPM1 (Bai et al., 2013).

More recently, Cammarato and colleagues studied impor-
tant residues for TPM1–actin interactions in the thin filament,
showing that HCM-associated actin variant A295S perturbed
important intermolecular interactions (Viswanathan et al.,
2017). Using in silico tools, in vitro motility assays, and ulti-
mately a Drosophila melanogaster model, they found that the
HCM variant actin A295S leads to hypercontractility by in-
creasing thin filament calcium sensitivity. In particular, mu-
tant Drosophila heart tubes showed restrictive physiology with
decreased systolic function, prolonged contractions, and sub-
stantially reduced baseline heart tube diameters, indicating di-
astolic dysfunction. However, similar to our experiments using
mavacamten to reduce EHT diastolic force acutely, they showed
that abrogation of calcium-dependent and calcium-independent
crossbridge binding via EGTA and blebbistatin relaxed heart tube
diastolic diameters to normal values (Viswanathan et al., 2017),
revealing the importance of diastolic crossbridge function con-
trolled by actin–tropomyosin interactions in HCM pathophysi-
ology (Schmidt and Cammarato, 2020).

As far as we are aware, this study is the first to offer as-
sessment of diastolic mechanical behavior in an iPSC-CM model
of thin filament HCM. Indeed, characterization of diastolic
properties is absent frommost published literature investigating
HCM in iPSC-CMs (Eschenhagen and Carrier, 2019). However,
Hinson and colleagues reported some baseline diastolic force
increase in thick filament variants in HCM using their micro-
tissue assay with iPSC-CMs. The increase was attenuated by
treatment with the nonspecific actomyosin inhibitor blebbis-
tatin (Cohn et al., 2019). Given our evidence and that of others,
it may be argued that the diastolic dysfunction prevalent in
HCM (Spirito andMaron, 1990) is attributable at least in part to
direct effects of the HCM variant on myofilament function. This
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specific biophysical property may be driving aspects of myo-
cardial remodeling. While calcium changes have been observed
in some HCM model systems and, in particular, cellular and
animal models, it was not apparent in this study at the tissue
level, consistent with other human EHT studies (Mosqueira
et al., 2018; Cohn et al., 2019). Hence, the role of Ca2+-based
hypertrophic signaling pathways in HCM remains unclear but
may play a role in some specific forms of the disease (Lehman
et al., 2019; Flenner et al., 2017). Indeed, calcium blocker–based
therapies for HCM have not seemed to have clinically signifi-
cant effects on cardiac remodeling but may be commonly used
for their negative inotropic effect (Ho et al., 2015; Spoladore
et al., 2012).

The TPM1 variant E192K has been reported since 2003 in
association with cardiomyopathy (Van Driest et al., 2003) and,
more recently, has been identified in a relatively large number
of cases for a rare variant in TPM1 in the Atlas of Cardiac Genetic
Variation (Walsh et al., 2017). Recently, there was a change in
the status of E192K from VUS to pathogenic/likely pathogenic in
ClinVar driven by standard genetic segregation determined by
the Laboratory for Molecular Medicine. However, the functional
and structural consequences of E192K in causing disease had not
been fully characterized. Two computational studies published
recently noted that E192K could alter actin–TPM1 interactions
(Orzechowski et al., 2014a; Zheng et al., 2016). Our computa-
tional work on E192K in the current study agrees, to a large
extent, with these published studies and further shows that the
loss of filamentous flexibility could contribute to its effects of
macroscopic muscle function. The ability for E192K to affect
TPM1–actin interactions as well as lead to distant changes in
flexibility along the coiled coil of TPM1 despite being located
well away from TPM1–actin consensus binding sites (Redwood
and Robinson, 2013) reveals the deceptively complex relation-
ship of TPM1 structure to thin filament function. Previous studies
on the two most well-described TPM1 HCM variants, E180G and
D175N, revealed that TPM1 missense mutants could lead to delo-
calized effects, such as destabilizing inactivation of the thin fila-
ment occurring at sites well away from the usual actin andmyosin
binding areas, and to enhanced diastolic crossbridge cycling (Ly
and Lehrer, 2012) and increased calcium sensitivity without se-
vere overt changes to overall TPM1 structure (Chang et al., 2014),
as explained in part by the substantial effect of these variants on
TPM1 global and local flexibility (Li et al., 2012; Loong et al., 2012).
Previous work has used MD and regulated in vitro motility to
look at the HCMmutant E62Q (Farman et al., 2018). Similar to
our results, that study concluded that considerations of flex-
ibility and concomitant residue-specific alterations in inter-
actions between actin and tropomyosin could indeed provide
an explanation for altered thin filament calcium sensitivity
(Farman et al., 2018).

While E192K does not seem to fall into a general para-
digm of HCM mutations in TPM1 leading to increased cal-
cium sensitivity, molecular features such as increased flexibility
and destabilization of thin filament blocked-to-closed tran-
sitions seem plausible to explain E192K’s effects on diastolic
crossbridge cycling and myofilament function given previous
findings (Redwood and Robinson, 2013; Tardiff, 2011; Williams

et al., 2016, 2018; Manning et al., 2011). We worked here on
connecting some features common at the TPM1 molecular and
ensemble level to the mechanical function of intact human
EHTs and found these as likely contributing to some aspects of
patient functional phenotype and upregulation of hypertrophic
pathways. However, we remain limited in further dissecting
the secondary compensatorymechanisms that may impact patient
phenotype, such as asymmetric LV hypertrophy and fibrosis,
important work (Tardiff, 2011) that remains to be pursued by
future investigations.

While our work here provides evidence for excess residual
crossbridge activity contributing to HCM pathophysiology,
we also show that treatment with an inhibitor of sarcomere
contractility, mavacamten, can directly lead to reduction of
pathological hypertrophy and improvement of diastolic function.
While mavacamten as a cardiacmyosin-specific chemomechanical
inhibitor (Kawas et al., 2017) has been shown to specifically at-
tenuate HCM in mouse models of HCM myosin variants with a
biophysical insult of hypercontractility (Green et al., 2016), it had
not been specifically shown to improve HCM in any model with a
tropomyosin variant. Our data suggest benefits of mavacamten,
even in HCM patient populations without thick filament muta-
tions, by leading to acute improvement of diastolic function as
well as long-term structural remodeling by chronic treatment.
Such mechanisms may lend insight into recent phase 3 trial results
that showed dramatic improvement in LV outflow tract gradient
with chronic mavacamten treatment in obstructive HCM (Jacoby
et al., 2021). The ability of mavacamten to improve diastolic
properties, such as relaxation kinetics and diastolic force, in
our human EHT model also suggests mechanisms through
which mavacamten will benefit HCM patients without sub-
stantial obstruction, potentially improving their diastolic func-
tion regardless of structural remodeling (Ho et al., 2020). While
it was not clear that a small molecule explicitly targeting
myosin would counteract effects of a thin filament muta-
tion, our data suggest that aberrant crossbridge activity,
whether directly caused by myosin or indirectly via the coop-
erative actin–tropomyosin–myosin system, can be attenuated
by a myosin small-molecule inhibitor and result in therapeutic
effects. Furthermore, we suggest that targeting this mechanism
can result in beneficial remodeling of the CM in vitro, which
seems congruent with recently published cardiac imaging data
in humans (Saberi et al., 2020).

Our approach using multiscale computational and experi-
mental investigations is not without limitations. The structure
of EHTs differs somewhat from that of intact animal CM prep-
arations, such as trabeculae used traditionally in the field of
muscle mechanics. As such, the cellular component of these
EHTs does not occupy the entire cross-sectional area of the
engineered tissue, a limitation present in every type of EHT to
date. As a consequence, it was not possible to use macroscopic
EHT cross-sectional area as an indicator of hypertrophy. Fur-
thermore, visualization of sarcomere length via techniques such
as laser diffraction duringmuscle testing is not currently feasible
in these preparations. However, the precise, consistent, re-
producible nature of the EHT produced through an optimized
engineered process allows determination of the culture length
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(typically 5% above slack length) and the length of maximum force
(10% stretch above culture length) in a fashion that is reproducible
compared with some of the variability within animal muscle and
between different animals. We also note that although cross-
sectional area varies somewhat within any given batch of EHTs,
this has not been found to correlate with twitch force across
many experiments and cell lines used with this technique. Ul-
timately, for us, the advantages of being able to use human iPSC-
CMs in a system allowing precise mechanical measurements of
EHTs outweighed these limitations. We also made use of robust
cellular imaging to assess hypertrophy in 2-D cultured CMs as a
means of remedying some of the shortcomings of EHTs.

An additional limitation of an approach that leverages a wide
variety of techniques, including MD, in vitro biochemical assays,
and EHTs, is the potential for contextual variation. The in vitro
motility assay here showed loss of calcium sensitivity, the opposite
expected for a hypercontractile phenotype that has been cited as
the pathophysiological basis of many HCM mutants (Ferrantini
et al., 2017; Lynn et al., 2018; Yotti et al., 2019). Given that the
ability to extract myofibrils or measure calcium concentration in
skinned EHTs remains technically challenging, we probed the
effects of TPM1 E192K using the regulated in vitro motility assay
performed with mixtures of purified proteins. The assumption is
that the loss of calcium sensitivity observed in that assay reflects
what occurs in EHTs expressing E192K. Laying aside the many
other instances where HCM mutations seem to enhance myofil-
ament calcium sensitivity, one could consider the teleogically
sensible possibility that the hypertrophy we observed in cells
and tissues was the result of compensation by cells to maintain
some ideal contractile force set point. However, if that were the
case, then making the CMs even more hypocontractile with
chronicmavacamten treatmentwould be expected then to produce
further hypertrophy. However, as is clearly shown in our EHT and
cell experiments, mavacamten-induced hypocontractility actually
produced a regression of hypertrophy. Hence, regardless of how
accurately the regulated in vitro motility results reflect the in situ
behavior of TPM1 E192K in iPSC-CMs, we conclude that this mu-
tation triggers hypertrophy through an inability to completely
restrict myosin activity, whether in systole, diastole, or both.

While the idea that hypercontractility or residual crossbridge
activity can drive hypertrophy is somewhat counterintuitive at
first, it is without support in the literature. Indeed, the most
common form of cardiac hypertrophy is driven by increased
afterload, which is known to be a primary driver of ventricular
contractility (Sonnenblick and Downing, 1963). Such results are
also consistent with the work of Davis et al. (2016) who con-
ducted a broad study comparing multiple (cTnC) cardiomyopa-
thy mutant mice with in vivo measurements and isolated CM
measurements of calcium and unloaded shortening and found
that the only predictive functional correlate of subsequent hy-
pertrophy was the TTI, which was elevated (hypercontractile) in
HCM mice. Finally, by contrast, dilated cardiomyopathy muta-
tions, which occur most commonly in titin, have been shown to
cause hypocontractile sarcomeres and are associated with atro-
phy of CMs rather than hypertrophy (Streckfuss-Bömeke et al.,
2017; McNally et al., 2015; Yotti et al., 2019; Hinson et al., 2015;
Chopra et al., 2018).

Future work is still required to explore the detailed biophysical
mechanisms whereby sarcomeric hyperactivity causes CM hy-
pertrophy, and this topic remains an active investigation. While
mavacamten works directly on the sarcomeric dysfunction in this
thin filament–driven disease through thick–thin filament coop-
erativity and synergism in cardiac contraction, it is unclear how
this leads to hypertrophy, althoughmechanosensing andmitogen-
activated protein kinase signaling likely play a role. No calcium
changes were observed in this study, disallowing pursuit of
calcium-mediated hypertrophy pathways, which have been ex-
plored often in single-cell studies, though less often observed in
published tissue-level models of disease. Pursuit of such under-
standing of the hypertrophic pathways would require extensive
transcriptomic and proteomic analysis, which will be the subject
of future work with refined tools. However, in an actionable
sense, it is of inherent interest that this drug works for attenu-
ating hypertrophy in HCM even in mutations not in the thick
filament, and as such, it may be clinically relevant to consider
this approach regardless of the biological minutiae.
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Supplemental material

Figure S1. Cryo-EM modeling of TPM1 traversing over actin. E192 of tropomyosin moves across a positively charged surface on actin during regulatory
transitions. Shown are ribbon diagrams of tropomyosin from the refined low Ca2+ (red) and high Ca2+ (green) cryo-EM structures (Yamada et al., 2020; Pavadai
et al., 2020) and the cryo-EM structure of tropomyosin and actin saturated with cardiac myosin (green; Protein Data Bank accession no. 6X5Z; Doran et al.,
2020). Actin is shown as a cutaway surface colored by residue type (blue for positively charged residues; red for negatively charged residues; green for polar,
uncharged residues; and white for hydrophobic residues). Note that as E192 moves from the structural B state through the C state to the M state and back, it
traverses a positive patch on actin formed by actin residues K215 and K238. Substitution of E192 with a lysine would be expected to create unfavorable
interactions with this patch, thereby altering regulatory transitions, which in conjunction with altered persistence length would affect contraction and re-
laxation in mutant muscle.
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Figure S2. Calcium transient measurements of EHTs made fromWT and HCM iPSC-CMs. (A) Calcium TTP was not significantly different between HCM
and WT EHTs. (B) Calcium exponential decay constant from peak (Tau) was not significantly different between HCM and WT EHTs. (C) Calcium systolic
magnitude peak change ratio was not significantly different between HCM and WT EHTs. (D) Calcium diastolic magnitude ratio was not significantly different
between HCM and WT EHTs.

Figure S3. Cross-sectional area (CSA) measurements of EHTs. There was no difference in CSA of WT and HCM EHTs, which averaged ∼0.34 mm2.
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Figure S4. Acutemavacamten treatment ofWT EHTs.Mavacamten treatment ofWT EHTs resulted in an∼70% reduction in force produced at steady state
at a concentration of 0.5 μM.
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